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Abstract

In this communication I question the contrast between the image of data as primary material that can seamlessly flow from one place to another and the work that such circulation takes behind-the-scenes, the frictions the data engender, their fragility, and their cost. Of course, following Leigh Star (1999) and Lucy Suchman (1995), one can discuss this paradox by surfacing invisible work. But, drawing on two ethnographic studies (in the back office of a bank, and a start-up that works with French administrations), I argue that such paradox also invites to adopt what Leonelli (2015) calls a "relational framework" regarding data, and then investigate the relationships between what counts as data and what counts as work.
In this communication I question the contrast between the image of data as a primary material that can seamlessly flow from one place to another (and that represents huge opportunities or huge risks, depending on what side you’re standing), and the work that such circulation takes behind-the-scenes, the frictions the data engender, the fragility of data themselves, and the costs of their circulation. Surfacing invisible work, and following the path of Leigh Star (1999) and Lucy Suchman (1995) among others, is of course a way to investigate this secret life of data. But I would like to stress that this paradox can also teach us something about data themselves and their situated ontologies, that is the negotiations through which some things can be labelled as data or not.

First I will briefly illustrate the paradox itself with two case studies that examines the place of data and data labor in administrations. I will describe how certain properties of data are invested in, and then bring to the light the backstage work and the mundane life of data.

Then, I will foreground the interest of questioning the relation between data and their work in terms of what Star and Strauss (1999) called the ecology of visible and invisible, and to unfold the links between the situated definitions of what is and what is not data, and the definitions of what counts as work.

standardized information and the emergence of data in organizations

First, let us remind that, from what Jack Goody (1986) termed the graphic reason, to the managerial revolution that occured at the beginning of the 20th century (Beniger, 1986; Chandler, 2003; Agar, 2003) and the mechanization of information work it lead to (Yates, 1999; Gardey, 2008), the emergence of data within organizations is a long story. Today, data seems to be everywhere, staged as a natural resource, a fluid entity that circulates seamlessly through the world.

In this schematic history, even if a lot of things dramatically changed, what is data remained basically the same: stable pieces of information that flow within companies and administration. Particularly important is the role of standardization of these pieces of information. Standardization was progressively invested in to ensure security, efficiency, and productivity (Beniger, 1986; Agar, 2003). Basically, today, data in organizations take the form of what Latour (1987) calls immutable mobiles.

mess and work behind the scenes

Yet, in STS and Accounting studies, or Media studies more recently, many scholars have shown that such an account gives a very partial image of the story. As soon as we go backstage, we face workers, and the messy side of standardized information the production and the circulation of which is never an easy matter (Denis & Pontille, 2012).

No matter how good the scheme, its scope is limited by the fact that data entry is never an easy task, and there are never enough resources or trained personnel to make it happen. (Bowker & Star, 1999, p. 107)

I would like to quickly illustrate the two sides of this contrasted life of data with two studies I conducted these last years.
the investment in standardized all-written communication

Let me invite you first in the back-office of a Bank where people had to verify the customers' files that arrived from the commercial agencies. This was only once such verification was done that the bank accounts could actually be opened.

Just before I began my observations, the department had been re-organized to fit with the idea that the circulation and verification of files should be fully transparent operations.

The first feature of this re-organization concerned the process of verification itself. Employees were asked to stick to a binary rule. They should simply check if every pieces of information and every documents complied with the standards, and proceed to the data entry of "good" files and send the faulty files back to the agency where it came from.

In addition, the files had been classified into categories, and for each category, standardized amount of time for verification had been set. These standardized amounts of time notably allowed work to be distributed every morning by the manager through a spreadsheet that calculated the number of files she could give to each of her employees.

And last but not least, all the telephones of the platform had been removed, and every oral communication with the agencies had been forbidden. Needless to say, before the re-organization, the phone calls would take a great part in the day to day verification work. Calling the agencies was notably and efficient means for employees to clarify the ambiguities of the files and the uncertainties they raised.

Such an re-organization is interesting for it clearly bear witness to a real data positivism: an investment in data as standardized and transparent information. Data are in the files and should flow by themselves from the agency to the databases, almost automatically, human workers being there just to give a mechanical glimpse to them.
what verification takes

Of course, the first minute one entered the platform, one would understand that things were way more complicated than that.

Verification would almost never take the form of a binary separation between faulty files and others. In fact, employees regularly engaged into real enquiries through ambiguous data, unclear and even missing information. They annotated the files, browsed heterogeneous databases, searched for external information, and juggled with distant authorities.

In short they did not sort data out, but progressively instantiated heterogenous information into something that could be considered as data and was eventually entered into a database.

data, already there, naturally available?

Let's switch now to a completely different setting. I worked for almost two years with a small company that provides itineraries for cyclists online. One of the reasons the founder of this startup came to me concerned the way they gathered information regarding bike facilities. They used to produce these geographical data using OpenStreetMap, mostly by their own and with the help of a few volunteers. But they wanted to ask local administrations for their data, in order to import them directly into the database that fed their algorithm.

I won’t explain in details this study, but what mainly interested me was the position of the manager of the company, who, at first, really took the fact that local authorities had data about bike facilities for granted. This is actually another side of data positivism. A positivism one can find in most calls for open government data, and that assumes that data are already-there entities, just waiting for their “release.”
heterogenous information, unsuitable data, and false numbers

In order to help the startup, I visited a few French city halls in search of data. And the founders of the company and I progressively realized that most of information regarding bike facilities could not be considered as data. It existed in heterogenous forms, and some of it wouldn’t even let any written traces. Moreover, when such things as data were spotted, they were far from being ready-to-use for the algorithm. Some of them weren’t updated regularly enough, some others displayed what Lampland (2010) calls « false numbers » (for instance the dates of the beginning and the end of street works).

This exploration, followed by my explanations, allowed two things. First it helped the manager of the company understand that such messy informational practices were not scandalous. He progressively accepted that there were “good organizational reasons” (Garfinkel & Bittner, 1967) for what he saw at first as bad data or not data at all. And second, it helped him to acknowledge that the very production of reliable “good” data, especially with OpenStreetMap, could be an asset his company and its product.

ecology of visible and invisible work

Of course, these two very different studies were mainly aimed at surfacing invisible data work and to bring data workers to light. Yet, they also prompt to investigate not only the invisibility of work in itself, but what Star and Strauss called the ecology of visible and invisible (Star & Strauss, 1999). It notably urges to study the process and the reasons of the invisibilisation of data labor, its perimeter (to whom is it made invisible), and it also invites to explore the variety of configurations, and to investigate situations where conversely, data labor is made visible (and again, to whom and in which conditions).
when is data? what counts as work?

Yet, we should understand that the ecology of data labor visibility and invisibility is not only the outcome of specific organizational configurations, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk for instance, which performs, as Lilly Irani (2013) showed, a clear distinction between creative visible work and menial invisible work. What counts or does not count as work is also entangled in the very definitions of data itself.

As Sabina notably put it (Leonelli, 2015), since the same objects may or may not be functioning as data regarding the situations, data is better understood as a “relational category.” Thus, instead of asking what is data, we’d better ask, when and how is data? This means that, to borrow Dorothy Smith’s vocabulary, the ontologies of data are situated and enacted (Smith, 1974). What I would like to point today is that these enacted ontologies of data always carry a more or less explicit moral distribution of work.

In the bank, good and reliable data are supposed to circulate without workers, who are only present to spot bad data. For the company that provides cycling itineraries, what counts as data is what can be directly imported to the cycling algorithm. Everything that explicitly would have taken translation, or adjustments, was at first not considered as data at all.

We could find a lot of other sites of research to explore these issues. For instance, we can witness around open data policies a lot of data shaming. Blog posts or journal articles stigmatize datasets for their bad quality, or for not being data at all.

The problem is the CSV is so messy only a human could use it! What specifically is wrong?

— The first column is missing a heading (one guesses this should be “date”)?

— Dates are not of a recognizable format instead being of form: “2006/2007 - 1”. One assumes this should be a month or similar (but its not entirely clear if these are months since 13 items in a year!)

— Percentage sign written into percentage column

— Large number of trailing blank rows and columns

Open Knowledge Foundation, Bad Data, http://okfnlabs.org/bad-data

What do such claims express, actually? When saying, We don’t want non-consistent categories, we want only .csv files, and no Excel spreadsheets full of merged cells and colored rows, above all we do not want pdf (pdf is evil). they also perform a moral economy of data labor. They say, “It’s your job not ours. We don’t want to reprocess your data, we don’t want to extract the letters and the numbers from your pdf files.” Basically, they say, “Give us raw data that are both unmodified and already machine readable. We don’t want to know what it takes.”

Yet, we just saw that this is not the only way to articulate what counts as data and what counts as work. On the contrary, we can find places such as some OpenStreetMap communities where everybody knows and claims that data always comes with work. Even if still exploratory, I think such contrasted positions show that the identification of what counts as work is a heuristic preoccupation that can help a better understanding of what counts as data.
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